Supporting evidence for reverse cochlear traveling waves.
As a result of the cochlea's nonlinear mechanics, stimulation by two tones results in the generation of distortion products (DPs) at frequencies flanking the primary tones. DPs are measurable in the ear canal as oto-acoustic emissions, and are used to noninvasively explore cochlear mechanics and diagnose hearing loss. Theories of DP emissions generally include both forward and reverse cochlear traveling waves. However, a recent experiment failed to detect the reverse-traveling wave and concluded that the dominant emission path was directly through the fluid as a compression pressure [Ren, 2004, Nat. Neurosc.7, 333-334]. To explore this further, we measured intracochlear DPs simultaneously with emissions over a wide frequency range, both close to and remote from the basilar membrane. Our results support the existence of the reverse-traveling wave: (1) They show spatial variation in DPs that is at odds with a compression pressure. (2) Although they confirm a forward-traveling character of intraocochlear DPs in a broad frequency region of the best frequency, this behavior does not refute the existence of reverse-traveling waves. (3) Finally, the results show that, in cases in which it can be expected, the DP emission is delayed relative to the DP in a way that supports reverse-traveling-wave theory.